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ABSTRACT 
 
The most commonly used smoothing algorithms for complex data processing are low pass filters. Unfortunately, an 
undesired side effect of the aforementioned techniques is the blurring of scene discontinuities in the interferogram.  For 
Digital Surface Map (DSM) extraction and subsidence measurement, the smoothing of the scene discontinuities can 
cause inaccuracy in the final product.  Our goal is to perform spatially non-uniform smoothing to overcome the 
aforementioned disadvantages. We achieve this by using an Anisotropic Non-Linear Diffuser (ANDI).  Here, in this 
paper we will show the utility of ANDI filtering on simulated & actual Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar 
(IFSAR) data for preprocessing, subsidence measurement and DSM extraction to overcome the difficulties of typical 
filters.  We also compare the results of the ANDI filter with a wavelet filter.  Finally, we detail some of our results of the 
New Orleans IFSAR research project with Canadian Space Agency, NASA, and USGS.  The Harris LiteSite™ Urban 
3D Modeling software is used to illustrate some of the results of our RADARSAT-1 processing. 
 
Keywords: Interferogram, Anisotropic Diffusion, Subsidence, Wavelet, Median Filter, Phase Unwrap, DSM, CCD, 
IFSAR, Functional, Level Sets, K-space, Mumford-Shah, Calculus of Variations, DTED 
 

1. Introduction 
The primary goal of interferometric SAR processing is to generate products that extract topography or change 

in topography [12,22].   In order to obtain a topographic product such as a DSM, the measured phase shown in Figure 
1.2c. must undergo phase unwrapping (Figure 1.2a).  This unwrapped product undergoes additional processing to obtain 
a height map (Figure 1.2b) where each pixel value corresponds to an earth elevation value.  

 

       
Figure 1.1:  September/October 2005 Interferogram of New Orleans (Courtesy of Canadian Space Agency) 
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There are many potential  problems encountered in IFSAR processing, such as scene object boundary 

identification, phase unwrapping, phase measurement errors, filtering effects, temporal decorrelation, wavelength 
inaccuracies, registration errors, digital elevation model inaccuracies, noise, resolution limitations, and baseline 
configuration uncertainty.  To some extent all of these  problems were encountered throughout the process of doing this 
research with actual SAR data.  However, out of these problems, we focus on the core issues that relate to filtering, 
decorrelation, and noise.  The success of applying anisotropic diffusion will be affected by the ability to properly address 
these core issues. 
 

 
      Figure 1. 2:  Unwrapped Phase & Height Map  

 
The following diagram details the interferometric SAR (IFSAR) processing chain.  In order for there to be 

successful DSM extraction and subsidence measurement, all of these steps must be properly executed.   We detail the 
complete chain with examples so that the reader sees that each of these stages is necessary for successful application of 
anisotropic diffusion to this problem.   

 

 
                                                   Figure 1.3  Typical Interferometric Processing Chain  
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A SAR phase history is the data collected by the radar sensor for a specific geographic area.   The SAR sensor 
collects data in the Fourier transform space of the scene (i.e. it takes a Fourier transform “picture” of the scene).  In 
simple terms, the complex SAR image is obtained by taking an inverse Fourier transform of the SAR phase history.    
Before the inverse Fourier transform can take place, various phase corrections and hardware artifact corrections must be 
made to the phase history.  A detailed treatment of SAR processing can be found in [4,6,9,13]. 
 

2. K-Space Overlap 
 

In order for the two SAR images to be deemed suitable for interferometric processing, the spectrum of the two 
images must overlap over a suitable region in Fourier space.  If they don’t, then the speckling will cause the two images 
not to correlate further down the chain.  The portions of the phase history that don’t overlap in Fourier space (more 
specifically momentum or K-space) are filtered out.  This process is called filtering of the common bands in the 
spectrum (i.e. phase history trim).  For a detailed treatment of IFSAR processing, see [1,2,3,7,8,9,11,14].  

 

 
      Figure 2.1  Complex Image space and K-space Correspondence 

 
When extracting a set of pixels to process from a pair of complex images, the user must choose the pixel set 

corresponding to the same features.  If the features contained in the extracted complex images are not the same, the K-
space of each of the complex images will not correspond to one another (Figure 2.1).  Using the RADARSAT-1 
photogrammetric sensor model contained in the Harris geospatial software baseline facilitated proper selection of the 
pixel locations.  
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3. Registration 
 

Registration is the aligning of common features of the two SAR images being ingested into the IFSAR 
processing chain.  This process makes sure that pixel (i,j) of SAR image 1 lines up with pixel (i,j) of SAR image 2 .  Let 
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represent the two SAR images.   Here,  

( )yxai ,  is the complex terrain reflectivity as seen from SAR i, 

( )yxRi ,  is the distance from SAR i to point (x,y) (i.e. range), 

λ  is the wavelength of the wave emitting from the SAR sensor. 

 

An image expoitaiton tool such as Harris MET allows registration of two different RADARSAT-1 images 
(Figure  3.1) or images across sensor platforms such as a RADARSAT-1 image with an electro-optic image (i.e. 
LANDSAT).  To accomplish this, features common to both images are identified and correlated.  Then the images are 
typically registered to one another using a least squares based optimization method. 
 

 
     Figure 3.1  RADARSAT-1 Image Registration Using Harris MET Software 
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4. Interferogram Generation 
 

After registration, the interferogram ( )yxI ,  is formed by the following complex conjugate multiply of the two 
SAR images 

( ) ( ) ( )*21 ,,, yxgyxgyxI ⋅=  .                                        (4.1) 

An example of this interferogram is given in Figure 1.1c.  Unwrapping the phase of ( )yxI ,  is purpose of phase 
estimation described later. 
 

The coherence of  the interferogram is  
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This is the key step in determining the quality of the interferogram.  High coherence means that the images have good 
signal to noise ratio.  The coherence image of the interferogram in Figure 4.1  is shown below. 
 

 
       Figure 4.1:  Coherence of  Interferogram 

`         (Derived from Sept/Oct 05 RADARSAT-1 Single Look Complex Pair) 
 

The angle of the coherence value is the maximum likelihood estimate of interferometric phase, averaged over the area 
covered by the sum.  It is computed by    

                 
( )
( )⎥⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡−

CoherenceRe
CoherenceImtan 1 . 

The magnitude of the coherence is a measure of the standard deviation of the interferometric phase estimate.  It is given 

by ( ) ( )22 CoherenceImCoherenceRe + .  If the coherence magnitude is 1, we obtain perfect phase estimates.  On 
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the other hand, if coherence magnitude is 0, the phase estimates are pure noise. In practice, any value below 0.3 means 
that the phase estimates are too noisy to be useful [3]. 
 

 
     Figure 4.2  Persistant Scatterers in RADARSAT-1 New Orleans Scene 

 

5. Interferogram Filtering  
 

The IFSAR process diagram presented originally in Figure 1.3 is altered to show how the data was processed 
with a commercial radar tool.  The software tool Earthview INSAR from MDA was used to do the registration and 
interferogram formation steps.   Afterwards, the interferogram is tapped out for processing by the Harris & Florida Tech 
CSA research team (Figures 5.1 & 5.2).  Standard smoothing, wavelets, and partial differential equation based filters are 
applied to the interferogram in preparation for subsequent IFSAR processing. 
 

 
      Figure 5.1  FIT/Harris Processing Paradigm 
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        Figure 5.2  Earthview INSAR Processing Chain 

 

   
 

 
         Figure 5.3:  Phase Corresponding to Topography Change in New Orleans 

     (courtesy of Canadian Space Agency) 
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6. Filter Techniques 
 

During the Harris/FIT CSA research project, we applied anisotropic diffusion, wavelets, standard smoothing, 
and median filters to process the RADARSAT imagery.  Below is a RADARSAT-1 derived interferogram of a coastal 
region in New Orleans with an excessive amount of noise.  The coast can be seen in the magnitude of the interferogram; 
however, the noise in the phase image precludes the coast from being seen.  Since the phase of the image is needed to 
obtain an elevation product, this is a problem.  After the interferogram is filtered with anisotropic diffusion, some of the 
features of the coast can be seen more clearly. 
 
 

 
Figure 6.1  Appication of ANDI to RADARSAT-1 Interferogram With Excessive Noise 

 

The results of median and wavelet filter application to simulated data and actual RADARSAT-1 data are shown 
in Figure 6.2 and 6.3.   Our paradigm successfully denoised the simulated noisy interferogram using both the median and 
a conventional denoising method. The interferogram represented the phase of a complex image and the real & imaginary 
parts of the image were processed separately for simplicity. The median filter had a window size of 3 x 3 pixels, and the 
wavelet denoising method used Dauchechies 4-tap minimum-phase orthogonal filters with a universal threshold in the 
wavelet domain. 
 

 
        Figure 6.2  Wavelet and Median Filter Results in RADARSAT-1 Data 
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        Figure 6.3  Wavelet and Median Filter Results on Simulated Data 

 

 

7. Phase Unwrap 
 
         As Figure 1.3 indicates, phase unwrapping (estimation) is the next step after coherence measurement.   It is 
considered one the most difficult aspects in IFSAR.   The unwrapped phase corresponds to the topography (Figure 1.2) 
or topography change (Figure 5.3) of the earth.  It’s essential that the phase is properly denoised before further 
processing or severe phase unwrapping artifacts arise.  Poor coherence and excessive phase noise in the interferogram 
causes streaking (Figure 7.1). 
 
 

 
          Figure 7.1  Common Unwrapping Artifact – Streaking 

    (RADARSAT-1 Derived Interferogram) 
 
If the interferogram contains too much noise, the streaking stops any useful content from being returned in the 
unwrapped phase (Figure 7.2).  Here, the lack of coherence and excessive noise causes the phase unwrapping process to 
completely fail.  This is why phase history trimming, registration, and proper interferogram formation & filtering is 
essential.   
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      Figure 7.2  Phase Unwrap Failure Due to Low Coherence and Excessive Noise 

    (RADARSAT-1 Derived Interferogram) 

 

8. Variational Phase Estimation 
 

Variational Phase Estimation is the application of calculus of variations to phase estimation.  One of these 
variational techniques is detailed in [5].  We apply the functional from [5] originally used in the image domain to the 
phase domain.  We call this the Chan-Vese Phase Estimation (CVPE) Functional and it is shown below. 
 
 
  
            (8.1) 
 
 
The results of minimizing the CVPE functional are the set of contours shown in Figure 8.1.   These were found by the 
method of level sets that resulted from the research of Osher & Sethian.  For details on how we used this functional, see 
[17]. 
 

 
                    Figure 8.1  Contours Identified by CVPE Functional Minimization 
 
 
We use the results of the CVPE functional minimization as a pre-processor to the following WLS Mumford-Shah (WLS-
MS) functional minimization.   
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Minimizing this WLS-MS functional provides the phase estimates inside and outside the contours of discontinuity.  The 
overall process is described in the following figure.  We refer the reader to [17,19] for the mathematical details of this 
Mumford-Shah variational approach.. 
 

 
               Figure 8.2  CVPE and WLS-MS Based Phase Estimation 
 
 
Our updated algorithm is able to do a region based phase unwrapping inside and outside the region of discontinuity.  The 
results of this region based phase estimation based on CVPE and WLS-MS Functional minimization are shown in Figure 
8.3. 
 

            
Figure 8.3  Region Based Phase Estimation 
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9. Wavelet and Median Filter Based Phase Unwrapping Approaches 
 

We applied the wavelet and median filter approach to pre-process the data before applying the CVPE and WLS-
MS functional minimization approach described in the previous section.   It seems that both methods produced adequate 
results.  Because of the low-level of noise the median filter seemed to work well.   At higher-levels of noise the wavelet 
results visually seemed superior.   Some results are shown in the following figures. 
 

 
             Figure 9.1  Region Based Phase Unwrap Using Median Filter (Simulated Data) 

 
 

 
           Figure 9.2  Region Based Phase Unwrap Using Wavelet Filter (Simulated Data) 

 
 

We also used an interferogram derived from a pair of RADARSAT-1 single look complex images courtesy of 
Canadian Space Agency. The median and wavelet denoising approached produced the results in Figure 9.3. It appears 
that both denoising methods provided improved results when compared to using phase unwrapping with no filtering. 
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         Figure 9.3  WLS Unwrap Using Wavelet & Median Filter (RADARSAT-1 Data) 

 

 

10. Subsidence Measurement and DSM Extraction 
 

After phase unwrapping, the geometry of the collect is estimated.  At this stage, any errors regarding the 
position of the vehicle relative to the center of the earth should be corrected. A Digital Elevation Model (DEM) can be 
generated only after calibration procedures that involve precise estimation of the baseline and least-squares fitting to 
ground control points (Note: In this paper, we use the terms DEM and DSM interchangeably).  Even with this procedure, 
there can remain areas within the coverage of an image which have unknown height, as a result of terrain distortion 
effects produced by steep slopes in mountainous areas [8]. 

 
The final step is to convert unwrapped phase to height.  This is accomplished using the standard formula from 

interferometry  

` ( ) ( )
B

Dyxyxh
π

λ
2
,, Φ

≈  .                                              (9.1) 

where: 
    B is distance between the two SAR sensors during the image collect (baseline),  
    D is the distance from the SAR sensor to the scene D>>B, 
   λ  is the radar wavelength, 
   ( )yxh ,  is the height map for digital surface model. 
 

The function ( )yxhz ,=  is the digital surface model of the geographic area of interest.  An example is shown 
in Figure 1.2.     For details on the principles and mathematics of interferometry we refer to [14]. 

 
 

11.  Application of ANDI to “Elevation IFSAR” and “Differential Elevation IFSAR” Products 
 

IFSAR processing falls into two primary categories.  Elevation IFSAR is used to determine elevation values on 
the earth’s surface; it is normally referred to as IFSAR in the literature.  The product that results from IFSAR processing 
is a DSM.   Differential Elevation IFSAR (D-IFSAR) is used to determine elevation differences on the earth’s surface.   
The product that results from D-IFSAR processing is a CCD which can be used to determine subsidence.  

 
We applied anisotropic diffusion to the wrapped phase of the elevation interferogram.  This PDE-based filter 

significantly reduced the noise and this improved subsequent IFSAR processing.  Phase unwrap, a key step before 
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IFSAR DSM extraction, will fail if there is excessive noise present.   Assuming that the wrapped phase map is a 
adequate approximation to the DSM, we show that after ANDI processing that the elevation contours of the earth are 
more clearly seen (Figure 11.1) 

 

 
             Figure 11.1  Elevation IFSAR 

 
 

Next we obtained a D-IFSAR product by processing two RADARSAT-1 images & Digital Terrain Elevation 
Data (DTED) with the Earthview INSAR tool.  On a repeat pass of the RADARSAT-1 satellite, the geodetic location of 
the vehicle may not be the same (ideally for D-IFSAR processing, we want the location of the RADARSAT-1 satellite to 
be the same on both passes).  This creates a non-zero baseline distance causing an elevation component in the phase.  
During D-IFSAR processing, this phase component relating to elevation must be removed.  Once removed,  the resulting 
corrected phase more closely corresponds to differential elevation provided there is no phase wrapping.  Removal of this 
elevation phase component was done by incorporating DTED into the D-IFSAR processing.  The final product of this 
process is the CCD which can be converted to a subsidence map.   Assuming that the wrapped phase map is an adequate 
approximation to the CCD, we show that the differential elevation contours of the earth are more clearly seen after 
ANDI processing (Figure 11.2).   This leads to improvement in subsidence analysis and measurement. 
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       Figure 11.2  D-IFSAR Processing:  CCD and standard DEM (i.e. DTED) used for elevation phase removal 
 

 
 
 

12. Illustrating Results With Harris LiteSite Urban Model 
 

LiteSite™ is a production system for autonomous 3D site model creation from a wide variety of input DSM 
sources.  Model generation begins with a preprocessing step such as boundary sharpening or edge enhancement.  Voids 
in the input data sets are filled and a bare earth data set is generated.  Cultural features are then separated from vegetation 
features.  The accuracy of key stages in our process is highly dependent on the accuracy of void filling of the DSM 
inpainting algorithm.  A discussion of our system for assessing data accuracy for various fill methods has been presented 
[15].  The vertices from the building roofs and sides as well as the ground surface are mapped into polygons and 
projected into geo-spatial coordinates.  Textures may then be automatically applied to their corresponding polygons.  
 

The first step in creating a LiteSite model is obtaining a DEM.  We used a DEM of New Orleans courtesy of 
Earthdata as an input to our process and we will merge that with RADARSAT-1 data (Figure 12.1).  The New Orleans 
dome can be seen in these images. 
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                  Figure 12.1  LiteSite Model Creation Process 

 
 
Displaying RADARSAT-1 data within the context of an urban 3-D model gives the user more visualization options 

so we give an example of that using Harris LiteSite software.  In Figure 12.1., we show the capability to illustrate a 
IFSAR derived subsidence measurement by texturing the scene canopy with actual RADARSAT-1 detected Single Look 
Complex imagery.  The ground surface is color-coded with the measurement that corresponds to subsidence.  Although 
we utilized height data for this LiteSite illustration, the same procedure would work on differential height data (i.e. 
subsidence).  Our goal was to demonstrates that we have a process in place to integrate subsidence measurements with 
an 3-D urban model 
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        Figure 12.2  RADARSAT-1 IFSAR Data Illustrated With LiteSite Model 
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                Figure 12.3  RADARSAT-1 IFSAR Data Illustrated With LiteSite Model (Another view) 
 
 

Summary 
We detailed various stages of the IFSAR processing chain with results from RADARSAT-1 data that we received from 
CSA.  This analysis showed the core processing issues the user must deal with before application of anisotropic diffusion 
(ANDI).  We then showed the noise mitigating utililty that ANDI adds in the processing of simulated and actual IFSAR 
data.  We also introduced new IFSAR techniques based on wavelets and variational approaches.  Finally, we displayed 
the results of our research within the context of an urban 3D model by using the Harris LiteSite™ tool. 
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